
 

Please email me the pdf link to the novel " odayil ninnu" in Malayalam. Thank you Hello! I am looking for a PDF of a
Malayalam novel by the name of odayil ninnu. If you know where I can find it, please email me and let me know! Thanks :)
We're sorry, we were unable to find that information. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. "Odayil
Ninnu" is an unpublished story by the Malayalam writer M. Mukundan, per his request. Mukundan was a military officer
serving in the Indian Navy and had an interest in naval chronicles and ancient Indian history. He wrote "Odayil Ninnu", a
222-page novel which he submitted along with his retirement certificate in 1969, and it has never been published, though there
is a copy of this manuscript at the Central Library in Trivandrum (Kerala). Mukundan's elder brother N.P. Mukundan, who was
also a writer, expressed an interest in publishing the novel after his retirement from government service, but did not do so.
Later, the Canadian playwright Michael Morreale had offered to write a screenplay based on "Odayil Ninnu" and submitted a
screenplay to the director Kamal, but this project was not accepted. In April 2014, Mukundan's family announced that an
advance release of the novel would be released by Mathrubhumi Books as a paperback in June 2014 for a period of one week to
coincide with his birth centenary celebrations scheduled for July 2014. It was confirmed that the novel would be released after
forty years. The novel was released at the National Book Complex in Trivandrum on 21 June 2014, and distributed by the
publishers through the Government of Kerala. The title "Odayil Ninnu" is often translated as "The Sailing Ship" or "The Black
Ship"; it has been suggested that this translates to "The Nottack Ship", but Mukundan's choice of naming conventions appears to
be unique. The title refers to a mythical ship which sails to different destinations, but does not attain its destination. Following
Mukundan's death, the German novelist Richard Wagner described him "as an Indian Julius Caesar—the Julius Caesar of
modern India". The novel is based on the battle of Talikota in 1565, when the army of Vijayanagara Empire attempted to
capture one of their enemy's ships near the Kaveri river, supposedly to get hold of its treasure. The novel has been translated
into English by Rajendran Narayanan.  

The book has received positive reviews in both regional and national press. The Malayalam weekly magazine "Janam Weekly"
rated the book 8.
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